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[57] ABSTRACT
The apparatus of the present invention relates to an-
tenna systems and particularly to compact and simple
antenna feeds which can transmit and receive simulta-
neously in at least three frequency bands, each with
high efficiency and polarization diversity. The feed
system is especially applicable for frequency bands
having nominal frequency bands with the ratio 1:4:6.
By way of example, satellite communications teleme-
try bands operate in frequency bands 0.8 - 1.0 GHz,
3.7 - 4.2 GHz and 5.9 - 6.4 GHz. In addition, the an-
tenna system of the invention has monopulse capabil-
ity for reception with circular or diverse polarization
at frequency band 1.
14 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures
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Higher Frequency Horn Feed Serves As
Central Por.tion Of Two Point Fed Dipole
23
Fig.8
Two Points Of Dipole
Fed With 180°
4-Port Hybrid
(eg.Magic Tee Or Retrace)
Diagram Showing High Freq. Horn As Part Of Low Freq. Dipole
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HIGH EFFICIENCY MULTIFREQUENCY FEED FIGS. 3-5 illustrate the feed patterns for the H, E and
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION diagonf P'an^°r fch .°1the frequency bands °f the
apparatus of FIGS. 1 and 2;
Conventional techniques comprise the use of nested FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic of a two point fed di-
horns or nested dipole clusters. In the case of nested 5 pole model showing current distribution;
horns, a high frequency horn is nested inside an inter- FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic showing the manner in
mediate frequency horn which, in turn is nested inside which a higher frequency horn feed serves as a central
a low frequency horn. This system generally has low ef- portion of the two point fed dipole in the illustration of
ficiency because of the mutual aperture blockage ef- FIG. 6;
fects. In the case of the nested dipole clusters, a high 10 FIG. 8 illustrates the manner in which the two point
frequency quaddipole array is nested within an inter- fed dipole of FIG. 7 is fed by the use of a 180° 4-Pont
mediate frequency quad-dipole array which, in turn, is Hybrid; and
nested within a low frequency quad-dipole array. FIGS. 9-12 show alternative configurations of the
Nested dipole clusters of this type generally have low plan view of the aperture of the multifrequency feed of
efficiency due to mutual coupling effects. 15 FIGS. 1 and 2.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION DESCRIPTION
The present invention circumvents the problems of Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the drawings, there is
mutual blockage and mutual coupling by using a single shown a plan view of the aperture and a cross-section
common aperture for the 6 and 4 GHz frequency bands 20 2—2 thereof, respectively, of the high efficiency multi-
and a crossed dipole for the 1 GHz frequency band. frequency feed antenna system of the present inven-
The crossed dipole is not a conventional dipole in that tion. In particular, a square horn 10 having dimensions
each dipole is excited at two points with edges of a 6/4 suitable to provide a 6.GHz and 4 GHz common aper-
GHz horn as the central portion of the dipole. To ture extends through the central portion of a conduc-
achieve a high efficiency, the primary pattern of the 25 tive ground plane 12. On the back side of ground plane
feed must illuminate the reflector or lens without an 12 relative to the antenna aperture, the square horn 10
undue amount of "spillover" or without being too di- extends into a multimode step section 14 dimensioned
rective so as to under illuminate the reflector or lens. for 6 GHz which section 14 terminates in a flange 15.
The net result is that the feed pattern for all three fre- The multimode step section 14 is symmetrically dis-
quency bands must be nearly identical in all planes and 30 posed about the center line through horn 10. Surround-
have a common center_pf_phase. This is achieved in the ing the outer periphery of horn 10 at the lip thereof is
6/4 GHz common horn 'by multimoding at 6 GHz so disposed a choke section 16 primarily designed to in-
that its effective aperture is less (about three-fourths" hibit the flow of 4 GHz energy thereacross.
Jin ear dimension)than thejjhysical aperture of the 6/4 Relative to the 1 GHz frequency band, a dielectric
GHz horn while at the 4 GHz frequency it is not rnulti- 35 disc 18 extends radialy outwards from the outer lip of
moded so that it has its full physical aperture. This re- choke section 16 for a sufficient distance to support
suits in the 6 GHz and 4 GHz frequency bands having UHF choked dipole arms 20, 21, 22 and 23 which ex-
similar feed patterns for proper reflector or lens illumi- tend outwards from the center of the four sides of horn
nation. A crossed set of two 2-point feed strip dipoles 10. The outer periphery of dielectric disc 18 is sup-
are used for the 1 GHz frequency band. 40 ported by metallic posts 24 which extend to the ground
One or more quarter wave chokes surrounding the plane 12. A UHF cavity is formed by metal bands 26,
6/4 GHz horn aperture prevent coupling to the 1 GHz 28 disposed about the central portion and adjacent
frequency wave dipole. Also, a choke is built into the ground plane 12, respectively, of the metallic posts 24.
dipole wings to further prevent coupling with 4 GHz The extremity of the center leg of the UHF choked di-
frequencies. The 6 GHz frequencies are sufficiently far pole arms 20-23 nearest horn 10 are fed by the respec-
removed from the 1 GHz frequency band so that the tive center conductors of coaxial lines 30-33, respec-
coupling to the I GHz dipole is sufficiently suppressed lively. The coaxial lines 30-33 extend through the
by the choke around the horn alone. Separation be- ground plane 12 parallel to the center line of horn 10
tween the 6 GHz and 4 GHz frequencies is achieved and are terminated by connectors 34-37, respectively,
with conventional diplexers. Lastly, the two feed points The outer conductors of coaxial lines 30-33 are electri-
of the dual feedpoint dipole are connected with a hy- cally connected to the outer periphery of choke section
brid (e.g., a magic tee). When the difference port is 16 and to the ground plane 12. Lastly, a metal cylinder
used, the currents in the dipole wings are in phase re- 40 terminating in a flange 42 is disposed symmetrically
suiting in a good "sum" pattern. When the "sum" port about metallic posts 24. Metal cylinder 40 is attached
of the hybrid is used, the currents in the dipole wings to ground plane 12 and has a height slightly greater
are in anti-phase creating a null pattern. Hence, forcer- than the dimension of square horn 10 which extends
tain polarizations, the sum port of the hybrid can be through the ground plane 12. The flange 42 provides a
used for monopulse tracking applications. This type of support for a radome if desired,
tracking is especially applicable in circularly polarized „ In the operation of the multifrequency prime focus
systems. feed of the present invention, the 4 GHz and 6 GHz fre-
DFSrRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS quency ba"d signa'S are fed Ihrou8h the ™>timodeBRIEF ESCRIPTI    R I S
 step sectjon 14 tQ the horn ,0 Contemporary multi.
FIG. 1 shows a plan view of a C band - UHF aperture m°djj]g techniques are employed to ^obtain_the_ multi-
of a high efficiency multifrequency feed in accordance
 65 moding at the 6 GHz frequency band and single moding
with the present invention; at the 4 GHz frequency band. In particular, the mode
FIG. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the C Band - exciters coupled to flange IS are designed for both the
UHF aperture of FIG. 1; 4 GHz and 6 GHz frequency bands and the common
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aperture of horn 10 is dimensioned to be below cutoff
for the higher modes at 4 GHz. The separation of the
4 GHz and 6 GHz frequency bands is achieved with
conventional diplexers, not shown. Quarter wave
choke 16 surrounding the 6/4 GHz horn 10 aperture
prevents coupling from the 4 GHz and 6 GHz fre-
quency bands to the 1 GHz frequency dipoles 20-23.
Also, there is a choke built into each of the dipoles
20-23 to further prevent coupling with the 4 GHz fre-
quencies. The 6 GHz frequencies are sufficiently far re-
moved that coupling to the 4 GHz dipoles 20-23 is suf-
ficiently suppressed by the choke 16 around the horn
10 alone.
Referring to FIGS. 6-8, there is illustrated the man-
ner in which opposite dipoles 20, 22 and 21, 23 oper-
ate. In particular, FIG. 6 illustrates a two point fed di-
pole having segments 50, 51, and 52 driven by voltage
sources 53, 54 which supply a signal voltage, V. When
voltage sources 53, 54 drive the dipole segments 50,
51, 52 in phase, the current, I, increases from the left
extremity, as shown in the drawing, to a maximum
along center segment 51 and then decreases to zero at
the right extremity of segment 52. This current distri-
bution is similar to that of a typical dipole, with the ex-
ception that it is fed at two points instead of one.
Proceeding to FIG. 7, the center segment 51 of FIG.
6 is replaced with the horn 10. In this case, the current
that previously flowed through the center segment 51
divides and flows around opposite sides of the horn 10.
Lastly, FIG. 8 shows the dipoles 50, 52 replaced with
the choked dipoles 23,21, respectively, and the voltage
sources 53, 54 provided by coaxial lines 33, 31, as in
FIG. 1. The coaxial lines 31, 33 are, in turn, fed with
a 180° four-port hybrid 56. When fed through a sum
input (2) 57 thereof, the voltages at the outputs of co-
axial lines 31, 33 are in anti-phase, creating a null pat-
tern. Alternatively, when fed through the difference
input (A) 58, the voltages at the outputs of coaxial lines
31, 33 are in phase, resulting in a good "sum" pattern.
Hence, for a particular polarization, the sum and null
patterns can be used for monopulse tracking applica-
tions. Lastly, in a normal mode of operation, the re-
maining dipoles 20, 22 are fed in phase with a hybrid
(not shown) which, in turn, may be fed 90° out of
phase relative to the signal applied to hybrid 56,
thereby to generate a circularly polarized output signal.
In the multifrequency antenna feed system it is desir-
able that the feed pattern for each of the three fre-
quency bands be nearly identical in all planes and have
a common center of phase. In the 6/4 common horn 10
this is achieved by multimoding at 6 GHz so that its ef-
fective aperture is less by about three-fourths linear di-
mension than the physical aperture of the 6/4 GHz
horn 10, while at the 4 GHz frequency it is not multi-
moded so that it has its full physical aperture. This re-
sults in the 6 GHz and 4 GHz frequency bands having
similar feed patterns for proper reflector or lens illumi-
nation. The horn-dipole assembly is contained in a 1
GHz cavity formed by ground plane 18, and the metal
bands 26, 28 whose parameters are adjusted to shape
the 1 GHz patterns without affecting the 6 and 4 GHz
patterns.
Referring to FIGS. 3-5, there is illustrated measured
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal patterns for the 4
GHz, 6 GHz, and 1 GHz frequency bands developed by
the antenna system of FIGS. 1 and 2, respectively. In
particular, FIG. 3 illustrates a horizontal pattern 60, a
vertical pattern 61, and a diagonal pattern 62 for the 4
GHz frequency band; FIG. 4 illustrates a horizontal
5 pattern 63, a vertical pattern 64, and a diagonal pattern
68 for the 1 GHz frequency band. As can be seen from
these figures, the feed patterns of the antenna system
of FIGS. 1 and 2 is nearly identical in all planes for
each of the three frequency bands, as is required for an-
10 tenna feeds of this type. Although the described em-
bodiment of the invention was designed for the 3.7 -
4.2 GHz band, the 5.9 - 6.4 GHz band and the 0.8 - 1
GHz band, the principles embodied therein are applica-
ble to other frequency .bands.
15 Referring to FIGS. 9-12, there are illustrated other
possible configurations of the multifrequency feed.
More particularly, FIG. 9 shows an aperture view with
double choke slots 70, 71 surrounding the periphery of
horn 10. Choke slot 70, for example, could be designed
20 to impede the 4 GHz frequency band and choke slot 71
designed to impede the 6 GHz frequency band. Refer-
ring to FIGS. 10, 11, a circular horn 72 and a crossed-
horn 73 are shown, respectively, in place of the square
horn 10. In the case of the crossed-horn 73, the choked
25 dipole arms 20-23 emanate from the inside corners
thereof. Lastly, FIG. 12 illustrates a horn 74 having in-
dentations adapted to accommodate coaxial lines
30-33. A choke slot 75 about the periphery of the horn
74 follows the aforementioned indentations.
30
 What is claimed is:
1. A high efficiency antenna feed system capable of
transmitting and receiving simultaneously in first, sec-
ond, and third increasingly higher frequency bands,
said antenna feed system comprising
means including a horn for providing a common radi-
ating aperture for signals within said second and
third frequency bands;
means coupled to said horn for multimoding at said
third frequency band therein;
means surrounding said horn for providing .a cavity
for said first frequency band;
first and second arms resonant in conjunction with
said horn at said first frequency band and extend-
ing outwards from opposite sides of the periphery
thereof; and
means coupled to the respective extremities of said
arms nearest said horn for energizing said arms.
2. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 1 additionally including means disposed about
the periphery of said horn for isolating said first fre-
quency band from said second and third frequency
bands.
3. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 2 wherein said means disposed about the pe-
riphery of said horn for isolating said first frequency
band from said second and third frequency bands con-
stitutes a slot formed of conductive material, said slot
being one quarter wavelength deep at said second fre-
60 quency band, thereby to provide a choke.
4. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 2 wherein said means disposed about the pe-
riphery of said horn for isolating said first frequency
band from said second and third frequency bands con-
65 stitutes first and second parallel slots formed of con-
ductive material, said first slot being one quarter wave-
length deep at said second frequency band and said
second slot being one quarter wavelength deep at said
35
45
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third frequency band, thereby to provide first and sec-
ond chokes at said second and third frequency bands,
respectively.
5. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 1 wherein said first and second arms extending 5
outwards from opposite sides of the periphery of said
horn are choked thereby to isolate said first frequency
band from said second frequency band.
6. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 1 additionally including third and fourth arms 10
resonant in conjunction with said horn at said first fre-
quency band and extending outwards from opposite
sides of the periphery thereof midway between said
first and second arms.
7. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined 15
in claim 6 wherein said first, second, third, and fourth
arms extending outwards from the periphery of said
horn are choked thereby to isolate said first frequency
band from said second frequency band.
8. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined 20
in claim 7 wherein said means surrounding said horn
for providing a cavity for said first frequency band in-
cludes means for providing a ground plane outwards
from the exterior of the rear portion of said horn nor-
mal to the axis of rotation thereof, a plurality of metal- 25
lie posts disposed intermediate said ground plane and
the plane of said first, second, third, and fourth arms at
periodic intervals along the circumference of a circle of
predetermined radius and having a center coinciding
with the axis of rotation of said horn, and first and sec- 30
ond parallel metallic bands disposed about said plural-
ity of metallic posts.
9. The high efficiency antenna feed system as defined
in claim 1 wherein said first and second arms extending
outwards from opposite sides of the periphery of said 35
horn are connected to first and second arms, respec-
tively, of a four-part hybrid junction, having said first
and second arms, a sum arm, and a difference arm.
10. The high efficiency antenna feed system as de-
fined in claim 1 wherein the cross-sectional configura- 40
tion of said horn is square.
11. The high efficiency antenna feed system as de-
fined in claim 1 wherein the cross-sectional configura-
tion of said horn is circular.
12. The high efficiency antenna feed system as de-
fined in claim 1 wherein the cross-sectional configura-
tion of said horn constitutes the outer configuration of
first and second crossed identical rectangles.
13. The high efficiency antenna feed system as de-
fined in claim 1 wherein the cross-sectional configura-
tion of said horn is square with indentations in the cen-
ter portions of each side thereof.
14. A high efficiency antenna feed system capable of
transmitting and receiving simultaneously in first, sec-
ond, and third increasingly higher frequency bands,
said antenna feed system comprising
a ground plane;
a horn disposed through said ground plane for pro-
viding a common radiating aperture for signals
within said second and third frequency bands;
a step section connected to the input of said horn for
multimoding at said third frequency band therein;
first, second, third, and fourth arms resonant in con-
junction with said horn at said first frequency band
extending outwards from quadrature points of the
periphery thereof;
a plurality of metallic post's extending between said
ground plane and the plane of said first, second,
third, and fourth arms along the circumference of
a circle disposed about said horn;
first and second parallel metallic bands disposed
about said plurality of metallic posts thereby to
provide a cavity resonant at said first frequency
band; and
means coupled to the respective extremities of said
first, second, third, and fourth arms nearest said
horn for energizing said arms.
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